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[1] During an interval when the interplanetary magnetic field was large and primarily
duskward and southward, a stable region of auroral emission was observed on 17 August
2001 by IMAGE at ∼16 magnetic local time, poleward of the main aurora, for 1 h,
from before the onset of a large substorm through the recovery phase. In a region where
ions showed the energy dispersion expected for the cusp, strong field‐aligned currents
and Poynting flux were observed by Polar (at 1.8 RE in the Southern Hemisphere) as it
transited field lines mapping to the auroral spot in the Northern Hemisphere. The data
are consistent with the hypothesis that the long‐lasting electron auroral spot maps to the
magnetopause region where reconnection was occurring. Under the assumption of
conjugacy between the Northern and Southern hemispheres on these field lines, the Polar
data suggest that the electrons on these field lines were accelerated by Alfvén waves
and/or a quasi‐static electric field, primarily at altitudes below a few RE since the in situ
Poynting flux (mapped to 100 km) is comparable to the energy flux of the emission while
the mapped in situ electron energy flux is much smaller. This event provides the first
example of an emission due to electrons accelerated at low altitudes at the foot point of a
region of quasi‐steady dayside reconnection. Cluster data in the magnetotail indicate
that the Poynting flux from the reconnection region during this substorm is large enough to
account for the observed nightside aurora.
Citation: Cattell, C., et al. (2011), Observations of a high‐latitude stable electron auroral emission at ∼16 MLT during a large
substorm, J. Geophys. Res., 116, A07215, doi:10.1029/2010JA016132.
1. Introduction
[2] Many researchers have studied the time variations
of the aurora observed in association with substorms,
and summaries have been presented by Akasofu [1964],
Elphinstone et al. [1996], and others. The stages of bright-
ening and expansion of the auroral oval during substorms
are associated with dramatic changes in the topology of the
geomagnetic field and in the plasma regions of the magne-
tosphere. It is generally accepted that the variability in the
observed auroral forms is directly linked to these changes in
topology and the associated energy release processes.
[3] In addition to substorm‐associated aurora, there are a
number of localized features that are observed primarily
during quiet times or under specific interplanetary magnetic
field conditions. Frey [2007] has reviewed those that occur
outside the region of the main auroral oval. One of these is
the high‐latitude dayside aurora (HiLDA), which occurs
poleward of the main oval and is sometimes found to occur
in the shape of a spot. Frey et al. [2003c, 2004] showed that
the emissions were due only to energetic electrons and not to
protons. Their statistical studies indicated that these spots,
which can last for periods of many hours, occurred primarily
during northward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and
low solar wind dynamic pressure. The magnetic local time
of the spots was correlated with the y component of the IMF.
On the basis of comparisons of the images to in situ FAST
observations of currents and particles and assimilative
mapping of ionospheric electrodynamics (AMIE) model
calculations of the currents, Frey et al. [2003c] concluded
that the emissions occurred in the region of upward field‐
aligned current closing the downward current associated
with the adjacent cusp precipitation at lower latitude.
[4] A number of authors [Fuselier et al., 2002; Frey et al.,
2002] have described the occurrence of auroral spots,
observed by the IMAGE SI12 camera, due to protons on field
lines associated with dayside reconnection during northward
IMF. Phan et al. [2003] showed that the ions producing the
emission were accelerated via reconnection in the high‐
latitude magnetopause [Phan et al., 2003, Figure 3]. Frey
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et al. [2003b] extended the study to cases with southward
IMF. The emission brightness was shown to depend on solar
wind dynamic pressure.
[5] On 17 August 2001, the Cluster satellites, located at
∼18 RE near midnight local time, observed the signature of
the initiation of reconnection at the same time as the
brightening of the nightside aurora was observed by
IMAGE and as AE increased in association with the onset of
a substorm. In this report, we examine a long‐lived dayside
auroral emission spot, poleward of the main oval at ∼16
magnetic local time (MLT), which was observed before,
during, and after the onset of this intense substorm. Despite
the dramatic changes in magnetic field topology on the
nightside associated with substorm reconnection, the loca-
tion of the spot did not change, although the brightness did,
suggesting that the dynamics in this afternoon local time
region were not strongly influenced by the substorm. Data
from the IMAGE FUV camera, together with ACE and
Wind data, are used to examine the dependence of the
emission on solar wind parameters. It will be shown that this
auroral spot has distinctly different characteristics from
those previously reported and summarized above. Data from
the Polar satellite in the Southern Hemisphere at ∼1.8 RE, on
field lines mapping to the emission spot observed in the
Northern Hemisphere, are used to elucidate energy flow and
the acceleration of the auroral electrons. Data assimilation
and MHD models provide additional information on map-
ping and context.
2. Data Sets, Solar Wind Conditions, and
Magnetic Activity
[6] Data sets from five spacecraft missions were utilized
to examine the timing of changes in the aurora, in the
magnetotail, and on auroral field lines for this event. Electric
field and spacecraft potential measurements from the double
probe electric field instrument (EFW) [Gustafsson et al.,
1997], magnetic field measurements from the fluxgate
magnetometer (FGM) instrument [Balogh et al., 2001], and
plasma flows from the Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS)
instrument [Réme et al., 1997] from the Cluster satellites
provided information on the onset of reconnection and the
associated energy flow in the magnetotail. EFW measured
the electric field in the satellite spin plane (approximately
the GSE x‐y plane) with a time resolution of 25 samples/s
for this event. FGM obtained a full three‐dimensional
measurement of the magnetic field at 20 samples/s. CIS
provided ion moments at spin period resolution (4 s).
[7] Observations of the auroral emissions were made by
the wideband imaging camera (WIC) from the FUV
instrument on IMAGE [Mende et al., 2000]. The SI12
images were also examined to provide information on pro-
ton aurora. During the interval of interest, aurora in the
Northern Hemisphere was monitored. The Polar satellite
was in the Southern Hemisphere at an altitude of 1.8 RE. As
will be discussed in section 3, tracing of the Polar field lines
to the Northern Hemisphere indicates that Polar was con-
jugate to the auroral emission of interest. The full three‐
dimensional electric field was measured by the double probe
electric field instrument [Harvey et al., 1995] at a rate of 20
samples/s. The spin axis component of the field is measured
by shorter (13.8 m) booms than the spin plane components
(100 m and 160 m). For the event herein, only the spin plane
data are utilized to examine the Poynting flux. The three‐
dimensional magnetic field, filtered at 4 Hz, is obtained at a
rate of 8.3 samples/s by the magnetic field experiment
[Russell et al., 1995]. Plasma observations are made by
HYDRA [Scudder et al., 1995] and provide electron and ion
distributions with a 13.8 s resolution.
[8] Interplanetary conditions were obtained from the
ACE and Wind satellites and time‐lagged to the magneto-
pause. High densities (∼20–30/cc) and moderate speeds
(470–500 km/s) were observed, the dynamic pressure was
large (∼10 nPa), and conditions were quite stable during
the hour of interest (see Figure 1a). The total magnetic
field was ∼35 nT, dominantly in the positive y–negative z
(duskward and southward) direction, throughout most of
the interval. The interval of interest occurred in association
with the onset of a large substorm (peak AE ∼1400 nT) and
near a storm onset, at a time when Dst was ∼13 nT,
associated with storm sudden commencement compression.
[9] In addition to the satellite observations, results from the
Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWFM) global MHD
model [Tóth et al., 2005; Gombosi et al., 2001] obtained
Figure 1a. The x‐GSE component of the Poynting flux
(first panel), the z‐GSM component of the magnetic field
(second panel), and the GSE x component of the ion flow
velocity from Cluster 4 from 16:00 to 17:00 UT (third
panel); the three components of the magnetic field (fourth
panel) and the dynamic pressure from Wind (lagged to the
magnetopause) (fifth panel); and the AE index (sixth panel).
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for this substorm and calculations from the AMIE model
[Richmond, 1992; Richmond et al., 1998] are utilized to
provide context, information on likely mapping of regions
in the ionosphere and at low altitudes to the outer magne-
tosphere, as well as synoptic information on large‐scale
currents.
3. Observations
[10] On 17 August 2001, the Cluster satellites were at a
radial distance of ∼18 RE near 1 MLT when they detected the
signature of reconnection associated with substorm onset.
Figure 1a presents (from top to bottom) the x‐GSE compo-
nent of the in situ Poynting flux, the z‐GSM component of
the magnetic field and the GSE x component of the ion flow
velocity from Cluster 4 from 16:00 to 17:00 UT, the three
components of the magnetic field and the dynamic pressure
from Wind (lagged to the magnetopause), and the AE index.
The typical signature of near‐Earth reconnection [Hones,
1976], tailward flow associated with southward Bz, can be
seen. The fast tailward flow began at ∼16:23 UT at Cluster 4
and continued until ∼16:45 UT, with a brief change to
earthward flow at ∼16:36 UT. The in situ value of the
Poynting flux is also shown, indicating energy flow away
from the reconnection x line. In the region of earthward flow
and positive Bz, i.e., on field lines connected to the Earth, the
Poynting flux is also earthward with a peak in situ (mapped
to 100 km) magnitude of ∼0.2 mW/m2 (200 mW/m2).
Examination of the Poynting flux measured on the other
three Cluster satellites shows comparable magnitudes, indi-
cating that the strong Poynting flux occurs over regions
at least as large as the satellite separations of ∼1000 km.
The interplanetary magnetic field was very steady during this
1 h interval with large positive By (∼30 nT) and negative Bz
(∼10 nT). The dynamic pressure was also large with the
variability due almost entirely to changes in the density (from
∼20/cc to ∼28/cc).
[11] Prior to the onset of fast tailward flow at Cluster and
the increase in the AE index, the ultraviolet images of the
global aurora, made by the WIC on IMAGE (Figure 1b),
Figure 1b. (top) Selected images from the WIC instrument on IMAGE. The invariant latitude (ILAT)
lines are at 10° intervals from 50° to 80°; the MLT lines are at 3 h intervals with 12 MLT at the top
and 18 MLT at the left of each image. (bottom) The x component of the Poynting flux and the x com-
ponent of the plasma velocity from Cluster 4. Vertical lines and letters indicate the times of the images.
Note that the images labeled K (at 17:01 UT) and L (at 17:08 UT) occurred after the end of the available
Cluster data.
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showed a broad region of emission on the dayside and only
very weak emission, narrow in latitude, on the nightside. At
approximately the time of the onset of fast flow and
observable Poynting flux at Cluster, the aurora on the
duskside brightened. The typical progression of the night-
side aurora through the course of a substorm occurred. In
addition, a very stable spot at approximately 16 MLT and
76° invariant latitude (poleward of the main oval) can be
seen prior to substorm onset and throughout the duration of
the substorm from ∼16:08 to ∼17:10 UT. Although the
feature brightens in concert with the substorm‐associated
brightening in the rest of the oval, its position does not
change. No emissions were observed at the location of the
spot in the IMAGE SI12 camera images, indicating that the
emissions were solely an electron feature.
[12] No specific changes in the solar wind parameters
were observed at the time the spot first became visible;
however, the total power in the spot began to increase at
∼16:12 UT in association with a slight decrease in solar
wind dynamic pressure and the magnitude of the southward
IMF Bz and increase in IMF By (see Figures 1a and 2). The
decrease in brightness and eventual disappearance of the
spot was associated with either northward or only weakly
southward Bz and a large decrease in solar wind pressure. To
examine in more detail the dependence of the power in the
spot on solar wind parameters and on magnetic activity, the
peak energy flux and total power in an area around the spot
was determined for each image during the 1 h interval
from 16:00 to 17:00 UT. Figure 2 shows several of the
mapped images; the red boxes indicate the area over which
the averaging was done (the same area was used for each
image). The total power versus time for all images in the 1 h
interval is plotted in the second row in Figure 2. There were
no correlations found between the total power or the peak
energy flux and solar wind dynamic pressure, density, IMF
Bz, IMF By, or Esolar wind. The fourth row in Figure 2 shows
that there was only a very weak relationship between
brightness and the AE index; that is, the lowest power
occurred when AE was smallest.
[13] At ∼16:23 UT, the Polar satellite, at ∼1.8 RE in the
Southern Hemisphere, passed through field lines that were
approximately conjugate to the spot IMAGE observed in the
Northern Hemisphere. Figure 3 plots, from top to bottom,
the field‐aligned (away from Earth) and anti‐field‐aligned
(toward Earth) electron energy fluxes, the ion field‐aligned
and anti‐field‐aligned energy fluxes, the electron and ion
kinetic energy fluxes (negative is earthward), the perpen-
dicular spin plane component of the quasi‐static electric
field, the azimuthal (spin axis) magnetic field perturbation,
and the field‐aligned Poynting flux (positive is earthward).
The downgoing ion data show a steep energy dispersion
with latitude, consistent with that expected for the cusp
[Reiff et al., 1977; Smith and Lockwood, 1996]. The large
upward field‐aligned current (positive slope in the azimuthal
dB), ion and electron kinetic energy fluxes, and Poynting
flux occur at the inner edge of this region at the boundary
between magnetospheric and magnetosheath particles. The
mapped location of Polar has also been determined by
tracing field lines in the SWFM run for this substorm. This
mapping, shown in Figure 4, clearly shows that Polar is on
the field line that maps to the equatorial magnetopause at
the time of the large electric and magnetic field signature,
consistent with the interpretation of the ion dispersion. The
mapping to the Northern Hemisphere utilizing the Tsyga-
nenko 89, 96, 01, and 04 models also is consistent with
Polar being conjugate to the spot. The scale size of the
region of enhanced Poynting flux is comparable to the size
of the spot.
[14] The maximum value of the electron kinetic energy
flux, mapped to 100 km, observed by Polar in the Southern
Hemisphere was ∼1.2 mW/m2, more than an order of mag-
nitude lower than the peak energy flux observed by WIC in
the spot in the Northern Hemisphere. With the assumption
that the processes on these field lines are conjugate in the
Northern and Southern hemispheres, we can conclude that
acceleration must have occurred between Polar altitudes
and the ionosphere. The Poynting flux obtained from the
full resolution data, shown in Figure 3, had peak values of
∼400 mW/m2, which are more than enough to provide the
Figure 2. The first and third rows show sample WIC
images (color indicates energy flux) with the box over
which the total power in the spot was obtained plotted in
red. Note that the orientation (MLT and ILAT) is identical
to that of the images in Figure 1b. The second row is the
total power in the spot versus time. The fourth row plots the
total power in the spot versus AE.
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energization of the electrons in the observed auroral emis-
sion. There have been many studies of the altitude range over
which auroral acceleration occurs, both in quasi‐static par-
allel potential drops and double layers [see, e.g., Paschmann
et al., 2003; Morooka and Mukai, 2003; Hull et al., 2003;
Ergun et al., 2004] and via kinetic/inertial Alfvén waves
[Chaston et al., 2002, 2003; Dombeck et al., 2005]. These
studies indicate that significant electron acceleration can
occur below ∼2 RE, consistent with our interpretation for this
event. Although we can infer that the Alfvén waves were
propagating along the length of the field line from the
magnetopause, the conditions for efficient electron acceler-
ation are expected to occur primarily at lower altitudes in the
region of the peak and large gradients in the Alfvén speed
[Goertz and Boswell, 1979; Lysak, 1991; Kletzing, 1994;
Lysak and Lotko, 1996].
[15] To characterize the wave signatures, the electric and
magnetic field perturbations have been examined over two
time scales: ∼10–60 s plotted in Figure 5a and ∼1–10 s
plotted in Figure 5b. For time scales of 10 to 60 s, the large‐
scale Poynting flux, defined as that obtained from the 10 s
average, is into the ionosphere and has a peak mapped
magnitude of 125 mW/m2. The ratio of the perpendicular
electric field to the perpendicular magnetic field perturbation
(dE/dB) (see Figure 5a) is ∼500 km/s, which is consistent
with closure through the ionosphere for expected values for
the Pederson conductivity [Wygant et al., 2000; Paschmann
et al., 2003; Dombeck et al., 2005]. For the waves with
time scales of 1 to 10 s (Figure 5b), dE/dB is ∼5000 to
10,000 km/s, which is comparable to the Alfvén speed, and
the Poynting flux is ∼40 mW/m2. There are also waves at
higher frequencies (∼0.1–1 s) with similar electric to mag-
netic field ratios, consistent with kinetic Alfvén waves
[Lysak and Lotko, 1996; Wygant et al., 2002]. The Poynting
flux observed at Polar is large enough to account for the
increase in the electron energy flux needed to account for
the observed emissions, as well as the observed perpendic-
ular ion heating and reasonable estimate of Joule heating in
the ionosphere.
[16] Qualitative comparisons were made between the
observed large‐scale vector magnetic field perturbation (not
shown) and a limited set of model field‐aligned current
configurations. Sheet currents and configurations of one,
two, and three line currents were tested. The signature is not
consistent with a current sheet or sheets extensive in lon-
gitude. The closest match was to a configuration consisting
of a large upward line current in the center with smaller
downward line currents on either side. The inferred line
current structure is consistent with the fact that the aurora on
the field line were in the shape of a spot rather than
extensive in longitude.
[17] The AMIE model results (not shown) indicate the
existence of a stable feature in the upward field‐aligned
current in the Northern Hemisphere in the ∼15–16 MLT
sector, peaking at ∼73°–74°. The largest current was
approximately 3–4 mA/m2, with peak values occurring in
the same LT range as the strong emission in the spot. Note,
however, that the latitudinal size of the current seen in
AMIE is larger than the combined width of the three cur-
rents seen by Polar. In the plots of ionospheric parameters
from SWFM, there are no clear signatures that can be
uniquely associated with the persistent auroral spot observed
by IMAGE in the Northern Hemisphere or with the field‐
aligned current observed by Polar, although there is a peak
in the Pederson conductivity at approximately the same LT
and invariant latitude and a peak in the electric field that is
Figure 3. Data from the Polar satellite: the field‐aligned
(away from Earth) and anti‐field‐aligned (toward Earth) elec-
tron energy fluxes and the ion field‐aligned and anti‐field‐
aligned energy fluxes (top four rows). The electron and ion
kinetic energy fluxes (middle two rows). (The label shows
the in situ value with the mapped value in parentheses.)
The perpendicular quasi‐static electric field (at full resolution
of 20 samples/s), the azimuthal magnetic field perturbation
(at full resolution of 8.3 samples/s), and the field‐aligned
Poynting flux mapped to 100 km (bottom three rows). The
vertical lines outline the region of the upward current.
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wider in local time. It is likely that the both the field‐aligned
current and the auroral spot are too small scale to be
resolved in the simulations by AMIE.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
[18] The event described herein is a long‐lived (∼1 h)
auroral emission spot, on the order of a degree in radius,
which occurred poleward of the main auroral oval near
∼16 MLT. The emission was observed in the IMAGE WIC
detector and not in the SI12 imager and thus was due solely
to electrons. Although there were very dramatic changes in
the aurora at other local times and latitudes, the spot only
changed in brightness, generally in concert with the bright-
ness in the main oval. The Polar satellite was in the Southern
Hemisphere and traversed the field lines mapping to the
corresponding region of the emission observed by IMAGE in
the Northern Hemisphere. At this time, the signatures of
large field‐aligned currents and Poynting flux, both Alfvénic
and quasi‐static, occurred in association with intense ion
fluxes with the energy‐latitude dispersion typical of the cusp.
This is consistent with the magnetic field mapping from the
SWFM model run for this event, which indicates that the
Polar field line is close to the dayside postnoon magneto-
pause. The characteristics of this event are distinctly different
from other previously reported auroral spots.
[19] Frey et al. [2003c] described examples of dayside
emissions with similar characteristics, small “spots” observ-
able in the WIC images but not the SI12 (proton aurora)
images at latitudes higher than the auroral oval (HiLDA).
The events Frey et al. described, which were often long lived,
were associated with quiet magnetic conditions and
extremely different solar wind conditions from those asso-
ciated with the 17 August 2001 substorm. The only similarity
was the existence of a large positive y component of the
interplanetary magnetic field. In addition, Frey et al. [2003c]
showed that (1) both the simultaneous FAST observations
and the examination of model currents and convection from
AMIE indicated that the HiLDA electron emissions occurred
in a region of upward current that was at higher latitudes
than the cusp and that (2) the cusp region was associated with
a downward current. On the basis of the conjugate Polar
observations in the Southern Hemisphere, we can conclude
that this is not the case for the event presented herein, where
the upward current was colocated with the cusp‐dispersed
ion signature.
[20] Although the location of the emission reported herein
was similar to that reported for emissions associated with
reconnection during large duskward and northward IMF
Figure 4. Magnetic field line through the location of Polar at 16:20 UT, plotted in purple, and magne-
topause field lines, in blue, from the SWMF simulation for this event.
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[Frey et al., 2002], previously reported emissions at the
cusp reconnection foot point contained copious emissions
of Lyman alpha, and therefore, they were thought to be
primarily due to protons [Fuselier et al., 2002; Frey et al.,
2003a]. Typical secondary emission induced auroral emis-
sions were also present, and they were attributed largely to
the protons’ precipitation, but it is difficult to completely
exclude other precipitating particles such as electrons. Frey
et al. [2003b] extended the study to southward IMF and
showed similar dependences of brightness on solar wind
pressure and location on By and a stronger location depen-
dence on size of IMF Bz. In contrast, the auroral spot
described herein was solely electron emissions, and no
relationship between solar wind dynamic pressure and
brightness was observed. Note that extensive proton emis-
sions were observed at other latitudes and local times during
this interval.
[21] A study utilizing a conjunction between Cluster in
situ observations of reconnection at the magnetopause and
IMAGE observations provided evidence that the protons
producing the light seen in the SI12 imager at the foot of the
reconnecting field line were accelerated at the reconnection
site [Phan et al., 2003]. If the acceleration processes and
dynamics occurring between the subsolar magnetopause
region and the ionosphere were similar in the Northern and
Southern hemispheres in the event described herein, the data
from the Polar satellite (at a radial distance of ∼1.8 RE)
suggest that the dominant acceleration of the electrons
producing the spot occurs well below the magnetopause
reconnection region in electric field structures powered by
Poynting flux generated in the reconnection process. The
assumption that the subsolar reconnection process produces
comparable waves and Poynting flux traveling away from
the x line toward the Northern and Southern hemispheres
seems reasonable.
[22] For the observed solar wind pressure, Frey et al.
[2003b] would predict the occurrence of a proton emission
observable in SI12. Similarly, the observed ion kinetic
energy flux at Polar, if mapped to 100 km, is comparable to
that shown in Figure 7 of Frey et al. [2003b] and would
produce an observable emission. There are several possible
explanations for this inconsistency. The downward ion
kinetic energy flux is in a region of strong upward field‐
aligned current. If a parallel potential drop is required below
the Polar altitude to support this current, the ions would be
decelerated, reducing the ion kinetic energy flux and the ion
energy below that needed to excite observable emissions.
The integrated perpendicular potential drop across the
structure is large enough for this to be the case. Because the
response of the SI12 camera depends on the proton energy, a
decrease in the proton energy could reduce the emission
below the observable level [Frey et al., 2003b]. Note that it
is also possible that there are significant differences between
the auroral emissions in the Northern and Southern hemi-
spheres at the foot of the field line that maps to the mag-
netopause [Laundal et al., 2010]. The fact that the event
occurred near the fall equinox makes this less likely since
illumination would be comparable for the two polar caps.
[23] It should also be noted that the spot described herein
is poleward of the main oval. It is, therefore, also a very
different feature from the “1500 MLT bright spots”
described by Liou et al. [1999]. Those events were located
within the main auroral oval, usually within regions map-
ping to the plasma sheet. Several bright spots within the
main oval and consistent with the event type described by
Liou et al. are visible in a number of the images. The bright
spots whose occurrence peaked in this local time, described
by Vo and Murphree [1995], are also different from our
event. They usually occurred in a longitudinally spaced
series when the solar wind density was low and were inter-
preted as being due to Kelvin‐Helmholtz waves on the
magnetopause.
[24] As discussed in section 3, the auroral spot described
herein was associated with strong Poynting flux. Compar-
isons between electron kinetic energy flux, Poynting flux,
Figure 5. Polar electric and magnetic field data, detrended
and filtered to show waves/structures with different time
scales. (a) Data detrended at 60 s and smoothed at 10 s: Per-
pendicular component of the electric field in the spin plane,
azimuthal magnetic field, and field‐aligned Poynting flux.
(b) Data detrended at 10 s and smoothed at 1 s.
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and the intensity of auroral emissions have been presented
by numerous authors. Wygant et al. [2000, 2002] described
encounters of Polar with the plasma sheet boundary at ∼4 to
6 RE on the nightside, with in situ measurements of Alfvén
waves and Alfvénic Poynting flux and electron kinetic
energy flux on field lines mapping to bring aurora. They
showed that the observed electron kinetic energy flux was
not large enough to produce the aurora observed at the foot
of the field line but that the Poynting flux was large enough
to provide the energy needed to accelerate the electrons and
to account for ion heating and Joule heating in the iono-
sphere. Simulation studies and comparisons to FAST data
for one nightside event [Chaston et al., 2002, Figure 7]
indicated that most of the electron acceleration occurred at
altitudes near 4000 km. Chaston et al. [2003], in a statistical
study of FAST observations and comparisons to simula-
tions, provided evidence for acceleration of electrons via
Alfvén waves in the cusps at altitudes similar to the event
described herein. They also suggested that the waves might
be generated in the subsolar reconnection region. Dombeck
et al. [2005], in a comparison of FAST and Polar data,
provided evidence for conversion of Alfvén wave energy to
electron kinetic energy between the altitudes of the two
satellites. The Polar and IMAGE observations described
herein, which suggest that the bulk of the electron acceler-
ation powered by the Poynting flux is occurring at altitudes
below 1.8 RE, are consistent with these studies.
[25] Although it is not possible to determine whether
the acceleration of the electrons below the altitude of Polar
occurred in a quasi‐static parallel potential drop, in a double
layer, or in the parallel electric fields associated with kinetic
Alfvén waves, the data are most consistent with accelera-
tion due to Alfvén waves. If there was a large parallel
potential drop below the satellite, one would expect to see
an upflowing ion beam at Polar [see Paschmann et al.,
2003; Ergun et al., 2004, and references therein], and this
is not observed. As discussed in section 3, the electric and
magnetic field data are consistent with kinetic Alfvén
waves. The electron distributions are also more consistent
with the expectations for Alfvénic acceleration [Chaston
et al., 2002, 2003].
[26] Østgaard et al. [2009] examined the nightside aurora
observed during the event described herein in a study of
nightside aurora seen by IMAGE and reconnection events
observed by Cluster. They concluded that the electron kinetic
energy flux observed at Cluster in association with tail
reconnection was not adequate to explain the observed
emissions. We note that Alfvénic Poynting flux observed in
association with the tail reconnection event on the four
Cluster satellites is more than adequate to provide the energy
needed for the observed nightside aurora (as shown in
Figures 1b and 2). The mapping factor from the Cluster
location to 100 km is of the order of 1000, so that the earth-
ward Poynting flux peaks at values of ∼500 to 800 mW/m2.
This topic, which is very different from the focus of the
work presented herein, will be discussed in more detail in a
separate paper.
[27] In summary, the data presented herein are consistent
with the hypothesis that the long‐lasting electron auroral
emission observed by IMAGE maps to the magnetopause
region, where reconnection is occurring in association with a
large positive IMF By and negative IMF Bz and high solar
wind density and pressure. This event has many character-
istics that are distinctly different from previously reported
auroral spots. With the assumption that Polar is on field
lines conjugate to the spot, the Polar data suggest that the
electrons on these field lines are accelerated by Alfvén
waves and/or a quasi‐static electric field, primarily at alti-
tudes below the 1.8 RE altitude of Polar. This can be
deduced from the fact that the in situ Poynting flux (mapped
to 100 km) is comparable to the energy flux of the emission,
while the mapped in situ electron energy flux is much
smaller. If the above interpretation is correct, this event
provides the first example of auroral electron emission at the
foot point of stable dayside reconnection, with electron
acceleration occurring at low altitudes due to reconnection‐
driven Poynting flux.
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